
Word lists for word sum practice
No suffixing conventions applied

<help> <work>
helpful worker
helps working
helper worked
helping artwork
helped rework
unhelpful workout

<sleep> <play>
sleepy playing
sleeping played
sleeper plays
asleep replay
sleepless playful
oversleep playfully

<kind> <wild>
kindly wildlife
kindest wilder
kinds wildest
unkind wildly
mankind wildcat
kindness wildness

<book> <look>
books looks
bookcase looked
bookworm looking
booked lookout
booklet overlook
cookbook
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Word lists for word sum practice
Replacing the single final non-syllabic <e>

<give> <use>
gives uses
giving useful
forgive uselessness
caregiver unused
given using
forgiveness usage
unforgivable usual

<ripe> <make>
ripen maker
unripe making
riper remake
ripest makeup
ripens filmmaker
overripe troublemaker
ripeness makeover

<like> <love>
liking loves
dislike lovely
liked unloved
unlike lovesick
likely beloved
likable lovingly
likeness lovable

<move> <hope>
moved hoping
movers hopeful
removing unhopeful
removal hopeless
movement hopelessly
immovable hoped
unmoved hopelessness
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Word lists for word sum practice
Doubling the final consonant

<stop> <rub>
stopping rubbish
stopsign rubbed
stopped rubs
stops rubber
nonstop rubbery
stoplight rubbing
unstoppable rubberize

<fit> <sad>
fitted sadder
misfit sadness
fitting saddest
outfit sadden
fittest sadly
fitness saddened
unfit sadnesses

<chop> <clip>
chopping clipper
chopped clips
chops clipped
chopper clippings
chopstick clipboard
choppy hairclip
choppiest paperclip
chopsticks clipping

<red> <hap>
redden happy
redder happen
reddish mishap
reds perhaps
reddest unhappy
redness haphazard
reddens happening
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redwood happiness
Word lists for word sum practice
Toggling the final <y> to <i>

<busy> <happy>
busier happier
business unhappy
busying happiest
busiest unhappily
busybody happiness
busied unhappily
busily unhappiest

<study> <heavy>
studies heavier
studying heaviest
studied heavyweight
studious heaviness
studiously heavily

<dirty> <carry>
dirtier carrier
dirties carries
dirtiest carried
dirtied carrying
dirtying carriage

<fancy> <dizzy>
fancied dizzier
fancier dizziest
fanciest dizzying
fancying dizziness
fanciness dizzily
fanciful dizzied
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